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Abstract. In this paper the influence of the boundary conditions on the fibre orientation distribution in rheology simulations of the
casting of steel fibre reinforced concrete is discussed. The slip-length of the boundary condition can have a significant influence
on the orientation of the fibres. This means that the material and surface properties of the formwork need to be taken into account
when designing the casting technology for elements made of steel fibre reinforced concrete. This also implies that there is a chance
to influence the fibre orientations by choosing appropriate surface properties of the formwork.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Composite materials are more and more replacing traditional materials in many application areas. Composites
include layered materials and fibrous and fibre reinforced
materials.
Many of these composites have been researched for many years, but also new materials are
constantly developed. Short fibre composites are materials in which fibres are mixed into the often brittle matrix
material during the production. This mixture is then
filled into moulds (e.g. injection moulding of short fibre
plastics) or sprayed onto surfaces to strengthen them.
Many short fibre composites have been researched for
a long time, including their rheological properties
[1–9] and are used in everyday products. Although steel
fibre reinforced concrete is not a new material at all, the
understanding of its properties is not too well developed.
For a long time it has mainly been used in industrial
floors to prevent cracking.
Composites in general and steel fibre reinforced
cementitious composites (SFRCC) are gaining rapidly
importance in building industry. Much research has
been done on the properties of these materials during
∗
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the past decades [10–24]. In short fibre composites, like
steel fibre reinforced concrete, the material properties
depend on the spatial and orientational distribution of
the short fibres. Especially they can become anisotropic
and position dependent [12,13,25,26]. The rheology
during the production process of the structural parts
has influence on the fibre distribution. This has been
studied experimentally [27–32] and to a smaller extent
also in simulations [25,32,33]. However, the experiments
are always based on a specific setup, which is not
altered during the experiments, and the simulations
seem to be made to reproduce a special experiment.
Specifically, this means that the boundary conditions are
not changed and different boundary conditions are not
compared. It seems to be assumed that the presence of
the boundaries alone, not their properties, influence the
fibre orientations.
In practice, however, different formwork materials
are used, including raw wood and plastic planes as covers
and metal plates, also the use of lubricants is possible.
As will be shown in the next section, these properties
can influence not only the speed with which the cement
mass spreads, but also the fibre orientation distribution.
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As a result, the surface properties of the formwork and
their interaction with the cement mass need to be
taken into account in developing casting technologies for
SFRCC.
2. RHEOLOGY SIMULATIONS

The flow of the concrete was simulated as laminar
flow. The Herschel–Bulkley viscosity model was used
to model a near Bingham fluid-like behaviour for the
concrete phase.
The orientation state of fibres at a point in space
can be described by a probability distribution function.
This function can be expanded in a series of tensors of
increasing order [34–37]. To reduce the computational
cost, the series can be truncated and a finite set of
orientation tensors rather than the probability distribution
function can be used to describe the orientation state. In
this paper, the second- and fourth-order tensors, ai j and
ai jkl , are used to describe the orientation state.
The equation of change for the second-order
orientation tensor from [35,38] is used to calculate the
evolution of the orientation state:
1
= − (ωik ak j − aik ωk j )
2
1
+ λ (γ̇ik ak j + aik γ̇k j − 2γ̇kl ai jkl )
2
+2Dr (δi j − 3ai j ) ,

(1)

D
where Dt
is the material derivative (co-moving derivative), ωi j is the vorticity tensor, λ is a parameter related
to the shape of the particle and is given by λ = (r2 −
1)/(r2 + 1), and Dr = CI γ̇ as suggested in [39]. Here γ̇ is
the scalar magnitude of the rate of the strain tensor, given
by
√
1
γ̇ = |γ̇i j | =
(γ̇i j γ̇ ji ) ,
(2)
2

where CI is the fibre–fibre interaction coefficient which
serves to randomize the orientation state. The correlation
used to calculate CI depends on the fibre volume fraction
Φ and aspect ratio r:
CI

= CI (Φ, r),

π D2
,
Φ = nL
4
L
,
r =
D

Since the equation of change for the secondorder orientation tensor contains the fourth-order
orientation tensor, a closure approximation that allows
the calculation of ai jkl from ai j is required. The IBOF5 closure approximation suggested in [40] is used here.
The IBOF-5 approximation is given by
ai jkl

2.1. Fibre orientation description

Dai j
Dt
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(3)
(4)
(5)

where L is the fibre length, D is the diameter, and n is the
fibre number density. According to [38], two cases were
distinguished:
{
0.03(1 − e−0.224Φr ) if Φr ≤ 1.3
CI =
. (6)
0.0184e−0.7148Φr
if Φr > 1.3

= β1 S(δi j δkl ) + β2 S(δi j akl ) + β3 S(ai j akl )
+β4 S(δi j akm aml ) + β5 S(ai j akm aml )
+β6 S(aim am j akn anl ) ,
(7)

1
where S(Ti jkl ) = 24
∑perm(i jkl) Ti jkl is the symmetrization
operator, with the sum carried out over all permutations
of i jkl, and the coefficients β are functions of the second
and third invariants of ai j (see [40]).

2.2. Numerical solver implementation
For the simulation the interFoam solver from the
OpenFOAM 2.3.0 library was used. The solver uses the
so-called Weller volume of fluid method [41] to simulate
multiphase free-surface flow. The solver was extended
to include calculations of the equation of change for
the second-order fibre orientation tensor field in the
concrete phase. At every time-step, Eq. (1) was solved
to simulate the evolution of the fibre orientation tensors
in the concrete phase. The simulation is one-way coupled
– the flow-field affects the fibre orientation distribution,
whereas the fibre orientation has no effect on the flow
field.
Since the fibres are present only in the concrete
phase, a boundary condition for the orientation tensors is
required at the concrete–air interface. In the cells where
the phase fraction of the concrete phase dropped below
a certain value, the fibre orientation tensors were forced
to a value representing a completely isotropic orientation
state. This effectively imposed a fixed value boundary
condition on the fibre orientation at the concrete–air
interface.
2.3. Simulation and boundary conditions
The first case simulated was a rectangular concrete slab
being poured from a circular pipe at one corner of the
slab. The geometry of the slab is W × L × H: 1.2 m ×
1.2 m × 0.15 m, the inlet has a diameter of 14 cm and is
located in one corner 25 cm from the side walls (Fig. 1).
This is the same geometry as presented at the 4C-Flow
homepage [42], which also shows some results that could
be used for an initial verification.
At the inlet, a velocity profile was imposed on
concrete entering the domain with fibres aligned with the
pipe axis and a zero gradient boundary condition for the
pressure.
To the atmosphere above the mould, fixed total
pressure and a zero gradient boundary condition for the
velocity were applied.
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Fig. 1. The geometry and mesh of the verification simulation. The mesh has 384 509 cells. (a) Geometry: W × L × H: 1.2 m ×
1.2 m × 0.15 m, inlet 14 cm, located 25 cm from the side walls; (b) top view of the mesh; (c) bottom view of the mesh.

At the walls of the mould, a zero gradient condition
was applied to the pressure field, while a planar state of
orientation in the plane of the walls was assumed for the
fibres. The influence of slip at the walls on the final orientation state was investigated using a Navier slip boundary condition with varying slip lengths similarly to the
studies conducted in [33]. The different slip lengths used
in the Navier slip boundary conditions were 0, 8 cm, and
infinite slip length.
An initial verification of the simulations was performed by visual comparison of the result with the available simulation results of 4C-Flow [42], which are in
good agreement for the slip length of 8 cm. Also,
the simulation is in reasonable agreement with the fibre
orientations obtained from measurements of fibre orientations in full-size floor slabs [19,20,43].
Further simulations were performed with long
single-span slabs, cast from different points. The geometry in these cases was W × L × H: 1 m × 5 m × 0.25 m.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 shows the local fibre orientation distributions
represented by orientation glyphs, in this case ellipsoids.
A sphere represents isotropic distribution, a very elongated glyph represents an area where fibres are very well
aligned with each other, and a lens- or penny-shaped
glyph represents a distribution in which the fibres are
mostly oriented within a plane.
As can be seen in Fig. 2, different boundary conditions produce different orientation distributions of the
fibres. In Fig. 2a,d, which were simulated with a no-slip
boundary, the fibres are well aligned in the flow direction
especially in the bottom layer, while in Fig. 2b,e, which
were calculated with a slip length of 0.08 m, the fibres

are relatively well aligned perpendicular to the flow direction. This is even more apparent in Fig. 2f, which was
calculated with an infinite slip length. Figure 3 shows
a close-up of the bottom layer in the same orientation
as Fig. 2d–f; this figure also shows the flow vectors. The
difference can be explained by the fact that with a no-slip
boundary, new fibres are transported to the front with the
concrete mass in the top layer of the flow, while with a
slip or slip-length boundary condition, the same concrete
mass and fibres are at the front for a longer time and there
is a stretching of the mass perpendicular to the flow direction for some time.

4. CONCLUSION
The simulations show that the influence of the boundary
properties on the fibre orientations can be strong. This
means that an unintentional change in the boundary, e.g.
a rough wooden plank in between smooth planks, could
cause an unintentional and unexpected change in the fibre
orientations compared to predictions. This change could
weaken the whole structural element. On the other hand,
intentional variations in the boundary properties could be
used to willingly influence the fibre orientations. This
means that the formwork properties should be taken into
account when designing casting technologies, not only in
terms of the speed of spreading but also with respect to
the fibre orientations, and it could mean that in certain
conditions a rough surface, which slows the spreading
down, is actually to be preferred over a slippery one, because of the fibre orientation distribution.
Thus, to summarize, the influence of the surface
properties of the formwork on the fibre orientation distribution should be studied, as it presents both a danger and
a chance at the same time for developing casting technologies of SFRCC.
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Fig. 2. Results of the rheology simulation. The glyphs represent the alignment of the fibres with each other, where a sphere
represents isotropy and cigar-shaped fibres that are well aligned with each other. (a) No slip at t = 5 s, top view; (b) slip length
0.08 m at t = 5 s, top view; (c) slip at t = 5 s, top view; (d) no slip at t = 14 s, bottom view; (e) slip length 0.08 m at t = 14 s, bottom
view; (f) slip at t = 14 s, bottom view.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Close-up of the bottom layer with flow vectors. Inflow is from the lower right, outside the image. It is noteworthy that
with the slippery formwork the fibres align mostly perpendicular to the flow direction in the bottom layer. (a) No slip; (b) slip
length 0.08 m.
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Reoloogilise ääretingimuse mõju terasfiibri orientatsioonile
kiudbetoonelementide tootmisprotsessil
Heiko Herrmann ja Aarne Lees
On käsitletud reoloogilisi simulatsioone ja ääretingimuse mõju terasfiibri suunajaotusele kiudbetooni valuprotsessil.
Pinna karedusastmel võib teraskiudude orientatsioonile olla oluline mõju. Seega tuleb kiudbetooni valuvormide puhul
arvesse võtta vormide materjali- ja pinnaomadusi. Samuti avaneb võimalus mõjutada teraskiudude orientatsiooni,
valides sobivate pinnaomadustega valuvorme.

